THE TOOL FOR
GREEN AREA MANAGEMENT

COMPANIES
The innovative and intelligent platform for trees and green area management, R3 TREES, individually fits the needs of your business and allows you to:

- Equip your employees with a modern and intuitive technology which will make the data capture easier and increase their satisfaction
- Improve your workflow, legitimize it to your employer and avoid queries about billing
- Save resources by making decisions based on historical data
- Minimize the risk of liability in case of incidents caused by trees and playground equipment
- Guarantee that the know-how and experience of co-workers will be preserved by being documented/captured in R3 TREES
- Enhance your image of a modern and contemporary company

R3 GIS is a direct contact, interested in your ideas, your needs and your experience. Our customers help us constantly improve our software, so we can always support them in their work at our best.